
Linguistics 165, Homework 4
due 18 November

9 November 2010

Turn in both code and textual description in the answers to this exercise.

1. Write a recursive Python function that will traverse an nltk.tree.Tree object and
return its depth—the maximum number of nodes contained on any direct path from
the root to a leaf. A single-node tree is defined to have a depth of 1. (Note: you’re not
allowed to use the height() method of nltk.tree.Tree in answering this problem;
instead, you’re writing what could be a replacement for it.)

2. In NP/VP attachment ambiguity for prepositional phrases, the preposition in ques-
tion is often a good cue as to the proper attachment. For the trees contained in
/home/linux/ieng6/ln165f/public/stanford-tregex/ptb.text, what are the fre-
quencies of NP versus VP attachment for prepositional phrases headed by each of the
words in, on, for, and to? Use Tregex to answer these questions; you may want to use
the <<# operator. In particular, A <<# B matches any case where B is a head of A. For
example, the tree

(VP (VBZ buys)

(NP (NNP U.S.) (NNS grains))

(PP-MNR (IN in)

(NP (NN quantity))))

is a verb phrase and its head word is buys. The tree pattern VP <<# buys will match
this tree.

More generally, you can find documentation for Tregex at http://nlp.stanford.

edu/~manning/courses/ling289/Tregex.html.

3. The slice of the Penn Treebank obtained from the NLTK command treebank.parsed_sents()

contains 3914 sentences. Write a Python function to extract a collection of context-
free grammar rules from this slice of the treebank, one rule per non-terminal node in
the tree, as depicted in Section 12.4.2 of Jurafsky & Martin. (Hint: read about the
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productions() method of nltk.tree.Tree. You can also use nltk.probability.FreqDist,
in particular its inc() method, in doing this problem.) How many distinct rules does
the resulting grammar have?

Now throw out all the rules except for those that appear more than 100 times in
the treebank, or that appear more than 20 times in the treebank and are lexical pro-
ductions. (A lexical production is one that has at least one terminal symbol on the
right-hand side; see the is_lexical method of nltk.grammar.Production.) Once
you have a collection of rules of this sort, construct a context-free grammar with them,
and use it to parse the following sentence:

The company has sold its stock in the market

How many parses do you find? Some of the distinctions are spurious—for exam-
ple, PP-CLR and PP are two different sub-categories of prepositional phrase that do
not need to be distinguished for our purposes. However, some of the parses are il-
legitimate—it shouldn’t be possible to interpret the sentence according to the parse
tree proposed. How many of the parses correspond to legitimate interpretations of
the sentence? Note the context-free rules that give rise to illegitimate interpreta-
tions of the sentence. Use Tregex to search for instances of those context-free rules
in the original slice of the treebank we used, which is contained in textual format
in /home/linux/ieng6/ln165f/public/stanford-tregex/ptb.text. Do you notice
any patterns? How might you refine the grammatical representation used in the tree-
bank to avoid illegitimate parses in this sentence?
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